
to that!!

Welcome to 'From THIS to THAT' - a blog written by the people and for the people (that's you!) to
showcase some of your coolest design changes in and to your homes! Is there really any month better
than the month of March? I mean c'mon! March Madness. St. Patty's day. The weather is starting to
warm (no need to acknowledge this ridiculous snow storm we are getting). Sprinkler systems are
turned back on. Mulch is laid. Baseball/Softball begins. My oldest becomes a TEENAGER and I become
a FORTY-ONE-AGER. Both of these milestones are absolutely ludicrus and I can't explain how we got
here.  BUT, what I can explain is that it would ONLY make sense that in this month we highlight a
room that is useful to all home occupants, no matter what the AGE(R) and also one that buyers seem
to have the most feelings about - THE KITCHEN.  I have had a number of friends tackle the ole'
kitchen upgrade during the COVID days and each and every one of them turned out unique and
beautiful. That being said, as I think through them, I can say that it appears WHITE & GRAY are still
the color pallet of choice and stand the test of time. So classic. So elegant. What I love about a white
kitchen is it allows you to add color and texture through accesories, which can be changed out
anytime you're ready for a new vibe. As you will see below, my friends Beverley and Jeff absolutely
crushed this kitchen makeover AND managed to stay within budget! So, sit back and enjoy this
month's rendition of FROM THIS to THAT and never hesitate to reach out to us if you want us to help
you get started on one of your OWN personal home projects!!  

Your Makeover Enthusiast, jb.



Check out how they
used this "dead space"
in the corner! Beverley

admitted she was
worried it would feel

too crowded and now
it's one of her favorite
parts of the kitchen!

Taking a wall where we had a piece of furniture and putting glass front cabinets above with a
countertop and cabinetry below. At first I was hesitant because I didn’t know if it would feel
crowded as you walked in the kitchen from the back hall. No way!!! This was one of the best
suggestions and we LOVE this new space.

Beverley and Jeff hired Aikey Kitchen & Bath to complete this kitchen renovation. I know
contractors are hard to come by these days, but GOOD contractors are even harder!! They went
with this group through the recommendation of a friend and loved that they were a family
owned small business as they try to support those whenever they can. Who doesn't love that?!
Owned and operated by a father, Mr. Bill Rebling, and his twin daughters; Bill takes care of the
initial consultation and is the mastermind (with the client of course) behind the dreaming,
brainstorming, planning, and drawings and then after the planning is complete, his daughters
come in to help with all the “fun stuff,” i.e. like the selections and finishes! Each of his
employees, including the overseeing kitchen contractor and overseeing bath contractor, has
ownership in the business, which they loved because that meant every employee had an invested
interest in their satisfaction. What a game-changer! 

When Beverley initially called Bill, she told him their goals were:
1. To maximize space, 
2. Have an island, if possible, and 
3. Brighten up our kitchen. 

They were not interested in a footprint change, nor did they need to redo the floors as they were
already done in years prior. During the initial consultation Bill asked if he could share some
ideas that maybe Beverley and Jeff had not thought about:
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BEFORE DURING AFTER



Not only is this space
more useful but it adds
such a cleaner look to

the whole built-in!

Beverley and Jeff could not say enough positive things about Aikey Kitchen & Bath! They were so
hands on, checking in at least once a week with them, and made them feel like they were the only
project they had going on. Upon completion, one of the daughters said, “Now, if there is anything
you see that needs tweaking, even if it is a year from now, just give us a call and we will make it
right.”  That is some SERIOUS client service - before, during, and after!
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Bill also suggested taking their previous “catch all” little countertop area next to the fridge -
you know what I'm talking about, the inevitable place where every last miscellaneous item goes
to die (with a cabinet above and below) and converting that into a floor to ceiling pantry with
pull out trays and shelving. Again, AMAZING idea!

 

PROGRESS PICS!!!



Well, lucky readers, here we are at the page you all read anxiously for!  Beverley and Jeff were
gracious to provide the breakdown of the products and choices used above and then at the end to
give their ALL-IN price! I would say this kitchen re-do falls right in the middle of the road with a a
cosmetic upgrade on one side of the spectrum (think painted cabinets, new counters, and maybe
some new light fixtures) and a fully demo'd kitchen where the footprint is changed, plumbing is
moved, and walls are often taken down or changed.  Depending on your goals, your budget, and
your timeline in the house, you can fall anywhere in between!

White shaker cabinets - Wolf Classic Cabinets (American made)
Quartz Countertops - “Inspiration” by Spectrum Quartz

 Backsplash – WellFleet Brick in Sepia from Best Tile (upgraded to herringbone design
which cost extra)

Kitchen Faucet – by Delta in brushed champagne from Noland Company (now
Winsupply of Richmond)

 White Porcelain Farm Sink – by Franke from Noland Company
 Cabinet Hardware – by Berenson in brushed champagne

 Paint – by Sherwin Williams | Wall color – Familiar Beige | Trim color – standard
semi-gloss white

 
Not included in contractor pricing was new stove and microwave which we purchased
ahead of time from Appliances on Lakeside and Lowe’s. Under cabinet lighting; 5
recessed lights with potential later of adding pendant light over island if we want.
 
Timeline: They were given an original timeline of 4-6 weeks. The entire renovation
ended up being 5.5 weeks start to finish. It's not often you find a contractor that
delivers in the original timeline suggested!!

Cost: From original quote, they upgraded herringbone design for backsplash and
higher level quartz which both obviously increased the budget. Original estimate given
was $41,012. However, prices at the cabinetry company they use were scheduled to
jump before the end of 2021. In order to combat this Beverley and Jeff signed a
contract and paid a deposit early to save $1400. Total final cost was $39,797.
 
Our goal: have an island, maximize storage, brighten up the kitchen. Mission
accomplished!
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